grocery

Natural Gas Generator Sets

25-300 kW

I bring bushels of
confidence to your
produce aisle.

Picture the hustle and bustle of your store on a busy morning. Customers filling the aisles, cash
registers ringing. Now imagine that you just lost power. Suddenly, you can’t see a thing – and
your customers and employees can’t either. Picture the chaos and the many serious hazards that
instantly occur. And, of course, the inventory that is quickly going bad with every passing second.

When you lose power,
you lose money.
•P
 roduce and frozen products will
suffer quickly
• Y ou risk the possibility of customer
injury, looting, and other safety
and security issues
•P
 recious time is lost handling the
chaos and protecting your inventory
•R
 evenue generation comes to a
halt until power can be restored
Dependable backup power from the
Olympian™ natural gas generator set
is the affordable, easy choice for
backup power and can help prevent
the debilitating consequences of
sudden power loss.

Keep your food fresh
and your customers safe.
With the backup power of an Olympian™ gas generator
set, you ensure the continuous operation of your
business, protect your valuable inventory and provide
for the ongoing safety of your customers.
Olympian natural gas generator sets offer many advantages, including:
• Convenience – Just tap into the gas fuel line and you’re ready to go
• Performance – A reliable energy solution that delivers clean,
economical power
• Appearance – A clean, compact look with weather-protective
and sound-attenuated enclosures
• Selection – Choose from a wide range of configurations rated
from 25 to 300 kW (optional equipment also available)
• Service – Each ready-to-run package comes with the
comprehensive service and support of your Cat® Dealer
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THE POWER OF 
CAT® DEALER SUPPORT
The reliable power that Olympian
generator sets produce is matched
by the power that backs them.
More than 200 Cat Dealer locations
across North America are equipped
with everything you need, from
installing and configuring your
generator set to maintaining peak
performance for the life of the
product. System selection assistance,
equipment training, parts, service
expertise and maintenance programs
are available whenever and wherever
you need them.
For more information, and to
find a Cat Dealer near you,
visit www.olympianpower.com/na.

